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But Willy's appeal is not for some abstraction of attention or dignity. He was a subsistence worker. I'm the
New England man. Most people are liked by their friends and acquaintances. His name was never in the paper.
Happy, Requiem This shows that Happy has become the idealist, while Biff is leaving town to start over as a
man who accepts his mediocrity. Willy did die in vain, and Happy cannot change that. It's the only dream you
can have - to come out No. I'm a dime a dozen, and so are you! No man should die without feeling he
mattered. He fought it out here, and this is where I'm gonna win it for him. The man knew what he wanted and
went out and got it! I'm gonna show you and everybody else that Willy Loman did not die in vain. But he's a
human being, and a terrible thing is happening to him. Willy gave his youth to the company, and now the
company must take care of him. I am not a dime a dozen! I don't have a thing in the ground. Although Willy is
the first one to use this line, Ben repeats it many times throughout the play, making it clear that Ben is only a
figment of Willy's imagination. Biff has spent his life trying to live up to - or react against - an impossible
falsehood and a vision of himself that never existed. Esther Lombardi is a veteran journalist who has written
about literature, education, and technology. I am Willy Loman, and you are Biff Loman! Willy Loman, Act I
Willy's self-definition is centered around his career. Attention, attention must finally be paid to such a person.
He and his sons must be special. Nothing's planted. He does not speak normal words, but is the personification
of a symbol - Willy has attached all his ideas of success and worth to the abstract concept of his brother Ben,
whether Ben merited it or not. He's not the finest character that ever lived. Willy : I am not a dime a dozen! I
am Willy Loman, and you are Biff Loman! Be liked and you will never want.


